Abstract. A general theory of difference methods for problems of the form Vy---y'-f(t,y)= O, a<=t =<b, g(y(a),y(b))= O, is developed. On nonuniform nets, to a, tj tj_ + hj, <= j <= J, ts b, schemes of the form 4/u=G(uo,'",uj)=0, _<_j<_ J, g(u0,uj)=0 are considered. For linear problems with unique solutions, it is shown that the difference scheme is stable and consistent for the boundary value problem /f and only if, upon replacing the boundary conditions by an initial condition, the resulting scheme is stable and consistent for the initial value problem. For isolated solutions of the nonlinear problem, it is shown that the difference scheme has a unique solution converging to the exact solution if (i) the linearized difference equations are stable and consistent for the linearized initial value problem, (ii) the linearized difference operator is Lipschitz continuous, (iii) the nonlinear difference equations are consistent with the nonlinear differential equation. Newton's method is shown to be valid, with quadratic convergence, for computing the numerical solution.
The general results of this paper are extensions of the work in [5] for linear problems and [7] for nonlinear problems. A form of these extensions is contained in the thesis of A. B. White [11] . An abstract form of the general technique used for the nonlinear case is given in [8] . 
These problems differ only in the matrices B v) and B
) that occur in the boundary conditions. Note that for all of our analysis v could just as well be a continuous parameter, say in 0 __< v __< 1, and thus our results apply to families of boundary value problems. We also define the corresponding pair of fundamental solutions, Y)(t), as the n n matrix solutions of (2.2a) .Y<)(t) 0, a < < b, Wl/w _ 2max(K,K2).
Thus (3.5) holds with some K =< 2 max (K a, K2). [-] We present the basic stability result for difference schemes applied to the general pair of boundary value problems B V(v) in (2.1). That is, we consider the two difference problems B V(v)" We introduce 9h as [4, p. 396] , which implies the stability of (1.5) with coefficients satisfying (3.16).
We point out that one-step schemes for first order systems are "compact as possible" in the terminology of Kreiss [9] , and thus we obtain his results for such systems and extend them to nonuniform nets. There are of course many schemes for initial value problems that are not treated in the above cited works. For example, the midpoint rule for initial value problems is stable, given appropriate starting data; but by altering the scheme at only one point (while not affecting consistency), it can be made unstable. Conversely some schemes which are unstable for initial value problems become stable when some of the initial data are replaced by conditions at the end of the interval. These examples, pointed out by H.-O. Kreiss , serve to stress the form in which the initial and boundary conditions are required to enter in the present theory.
Finally we note that asymptotic error expansions are easily obtained when, the corresponding truncation error expansions are known by simply using the stability result. This is done in some detail for special one-step schemes in [5] . For more general schemes devised from initial value methods, we can readily employ the expansions given by Gragg [13] for one-step methods and by Henrici [2] and Engquist [12] Using (4.10) and the Lipschitz continuity (4.4), we find that for any Po _-< P there exists some C > 0 such that Thus we finally get, recalling (4.1a, b), that (4.11) u] -u <-KooKohV + Cpo.
From (4.10) and (4.11), the quadratic convergence of Newton's method follows in standard fashion (see [6] or [10] ). The convergence proof in [7] is unnecessarily restrictive, as has been observed by F. de Hoog [3] , since sharp estimates of (u)ll were sought rather than of IA- [u] (u) as we do above. In particular, we stress that it is not necessary that Po be reduced with h, and thus a much larger sphere is shown to be in the domain of attraction for the root in question.
In closing, we note that the complete nonlinear theory goes over for the general nonlinear multipoint boundary conditions. The details are quite similar to those contained in the Appendix to [7] and so we do not repeat them here.
